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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Abstract: Patients need to be transferred between stretcher and hospital bed, hospital bed and 

operating table, which has been plagued by medical staff in China. The traditional handling method 

is not only complex and increases the workload of medical staff, but also causes secondary injury to 

patients. It is of great significance to design an automatic transport mechanism without changing the 

patient's horizontal posture in the process of transport. The mechanism is divided into three parts: 

handling device, lifting walking device and driving device. The handling device has the function of 

semi-automatic translation and transfer; the lifting walking device is an improved lathe, which 

realizes the height adjustment of the bed plate and supports the object handling function; the driving 

device uses synchronous belt pulley to work circularly. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As an important link in the process of rescue, it is necessary not to change the patient's posture. The 

transfer between beds is a complex process, and the requirements for manual lifting are very strict. 

For patients with spinal injury, when they are transported from the operating table to the hospital bed 

or from the hospital bed to other beds, they are required to keep the head, neck and body level without 

distortion. If mistakes are made in this process, the patients will be injured again, or even may be 

injured There are some unforeseen consequences, so it is necessary to realize the translation of 

patients between the bed and the bed, and the research on the critical patient transporter has important 

application value. 
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2. OVERALL DESIGN OF MECHANICAL STRUCTURE OF CRITICAL PATIENT 

TRANSPORTER 

2.1 Mechanical structure of critical patient transport machine 

The transport machine for critically ill patients consists of three parts, i.e. handling device, lifting 

walking device and driving system, As shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1.Integral frame of mechanical structure of critical patient transporter 

 

2.1.1Mechanical structure design of handling device 

The mechanical structure of handling device includes conveyor belt, handling device, driving system, 

transmission bearing and transmission slide rail. The bottom of the conveyor belt is designed as a 

rough surface, which can be connected with the handling equipment; the handling equipment as a 

whole is a metal structure, which is divided into upper and lower devices, the lower device is a free 

slide rail, which is connected with the upper transport device, which can provide free lateral 

translation for the upper device, and the end of the upper device is equipped with a mechanical drive 

system to provide power feed for the transmission bearing and the conveyor belt, so as to realize the 

final treatment of patients The horizontal transport of the goods. 

2.1.2 Mechanical structure design of lifting walking device 

The utility model relates to a mechanical structure of a lifting walking device, which comprises a 

lifting device and a walking device. The lifting device is supported and connected by a plurality of 

rod groups, and is connected by a screw thread, and the lifting of the mechanism is controlled by a 

manual rocker. The slide rail of the bed surface device is connected with the conveying device. Four 

universal wheels with self-locking performance are installed at the bottom of the walking device, 

which can realize the displacement between the critical patient transfer machine and the hospital bed.  

2.1.3Driving device 

The mechanical structure of the driving device is shown in Figure 1. The driving device is connected 

by synchronous belt pulley and controlled by manual rocker. The driving device is mechanically 

driven. The manual rocker is used as the power source to drive the pulley. During the operation, the 

movement and power are transmitted through the mutual meshing between the conveyor belt and the 

pulley, and finally the circular work is realized. 
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When carrying patients, the force required is mainly affected by gravity (patient's weight) and friction 

force (friction between patient and bed). The heavier the patient is, the greater the friction force is, 

and the greater the thrust of nursing staff is needed when the patient is transferred from the bed to the 

transfer machine. The transfer machine reduces the friction between the patient and the bed, mainly 

through the friction between the conveyor belt and the patient to realize the transfer between the bed 

and the mechanism. 

Suppose that the weight of the patient is 61kg, the distance that the patient is lifted is h = 0.1M, the 

friction coefficient is 0.6, the carrying device is 50kg, the transfer speed is v = 0.02m/s, the distance 

that the patient is transported from the bed to the critical care machine is s = 0.84M. 

The friction force between the transfer machine and the bed for critical patients was as follows: 

f=μN=μ(m1g+m2g)=670.32 N                                                           (1) 

The time taken by the critical patient transport machine to successfully transport the patient to the 

correct position of the mechanism is as follows: 

t=
s

v
= 42s                                                                        (2) 

According to the running speed of the mechanism and the calculation results of the above formula, 

the total power to be provided by the transfer mechanism during operation is: 

P=fv=13.41W                                                                               (3) 

In the process of transport, the work of the critical patient transport machine to overcome the patient's 

gravity is as follows: 

W1 = m1gh = 59.78J                                                                 (4) 

In the process of transport, the work of the critical patient transport machine to overcome the patient's 

gravity is as follows: 

W2 = μm1gs = 316.10J                                                              (5) 

The average power in the process : 

pn =
W1+W2

t
= 8.95W                                                               (6) 

Because there is no need to overcome human gravity to do work under the conveyor belt, only the 

friction resistance between the conveyor and the sickbed needs to be overcome 

N1 = μmg=μ(m1g+m2g)=670.32 N                                                        (7) 

 

3. OVERALL PLAN OF CRTITCAL PATIENT TRANSPORTER 

Through the cooperation of carrying device, lifting walking device and driving device, the critical 

patient transfer machine can realize the transfer of critical patients through the bed without changing 

the body position. 

First of all, the height of the transport device of the critical patient transport machine is raised and 

lowered to the same height as that of the hospital bed, the critical patient transport machine is close 

to the hospital bed, and the side of the transport device with wedge angle conveyor belt is inserted 

under the side of the patient through the slide rail. The medical staff support the shoulder and hip of 

the patient with both hands respectively, and gently turn the patient to his body direction for about 30 

degrees, so as to make the conveyor belt stable When the patient is safely inserted into 1 / 3 or 1 / 2 
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of the lower side of the patient, two people are required to cooperate. One drives the conveyor belt to 

transport the patient to the mechanism smoothly and safely, and the other cooperates to support the 

patient from the side to ensure the safe transfer of the patient to the transfer machine. Next, push the 

transfer machine to the operating table, lift it to the same height as the operating table, and drive the 

synchronous belt to transport the patient to the operating table smoothly and safely.  

 
Figure 2 Schematic diagram of transfer process 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

For the particularity of critically ill patients, the traditional methods of axial turnover and "easy to 

cross the bed" are still used in the clinical transport and nursing of these patients. The traditional 

methods have the characteristics of long time to cross the bed, low patient satisfaction, high 

complications and high back discomfort of medical staff, which are criticized by medical staff and 

patients. Painless bed transport system can realize the level painless transport of critically ill patients 

without changing the bed position. The mechanism is novel in technology and low in cost, which 

brings great convenience for clinical work, simplifies the operation process of critically ill patients' 

bed transfer, saves the time and manpower of bed transfer, reduces the pain of patients and avoids 

secondary injury, increases the satisfaction of patients, and reduces the discomfort of medical staff's 

waist and back, so it has high clinical application value. 
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